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INTRODUCTION
JHP has a family background of thirty years in the electrical

Industry, and was taken to Limited Company status in 2005, by
current directors, Jonathan Patterson and Helen Patterson.
Focusing on commercial projects, JHP has established an

enviable reputation for specialist knowledge when it comes to
lighting installations. Clients range from sports clubs, schools
and colleges, to major residential and commercial property

developers as well as hospitals and clinics. Technical
knowledge, workmanship, value for money and above all,
customer satisfaction are the cornerstones on which the

company is built. 

CORE COMPETENCIES 
• Sports Lighting Specialist
• Ball tracing technology specialist (Trackman & Toptracer)

MAJOR CLIENTS 
• Arbroath FC
• Burhill Group
• Top Golf UK
• Sheffield FC
• Legends Tennis Centre
• Broome Manor Golf Complex
• AFC Wimbeldon
• Chesterfield Hockey Club
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MANAGEMENT
STATEMENT

Jonathan Patterson 
Jonathan has been in the industry for over twenty years,

and it’s his vision and motivation that’s driven the
company forward to where it is today. His passion is

utilising his accumulated and specialist lighting expertise
to maximum effect, on a wide range of projects. He

continues to expand the company’s team of carefully
screened, highly qualified professionals, as well as
ensuring all inhouse apprentice training meets his

exacting standards. The JHP ethos is that every job
finishes on time and in budget, with the final criteria

being client peace of mind. 

 
Company Information 

Registered Address: Thames House, Bourne End Business Park,
Cores End Road, Bourne End. SL8 5AS 

Tel: 0208 950 4643 
enquiries@jhpelectrical.co.uk 

www.jhpelectrical.co.uk 
Company Number: 05542376 

VAT Registration number: 875 6726 72

Helen Patterson
Helen’s area of expertise is people rather than plugs and

she has a degree in Business Studies, an MA in Human
Resource Management, and the experience of founding
and running her own highly successful HR Consultancy.

She’s a firm believer, that the backbone of a business isn’t
only the skill of its technical team, but their commitment

to both company and client, their satisfaction in a job
well done, and the knowledge that each of them is a

valued team member. 
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OUR VALUES

Family:
[fam-uh-lee, fam-lee] noun

Using our individual skills, we work together as an effective and
efficient team.

 
 

Positivity:
[pos-i-tiv-i-ty] noun

We are open-minded to learning and growing.
 
 

Quality:
[kwa-la-ti] noun

We are always professional and carry out our work to the highest
standards.

 
 

Loyalty:
[loy-al-ti] noun

We support our customers and each other.
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SCHOOL SPORTS
HALL

Before After

“JHP Electrical have been invaluable partners to us for the
last 6 years. Supporting us with all our electrical works

including EICR, PAT testing, project works and all of our sports
lighting projects. Their conscientious attitude toward the work
and their attention to detail makes this an easy relationship to

maintain”. 
John Harper 
Merchant Taylors’ Prep, 
Moor Farm, Sandy Lodge Road, Rickmansworth, Hertfordshire,
WD3 1LW
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RANGE LIGHTING
“Jonathan and JHP have installed new lighting for our venues.
Jonathan and his team are passionate about completing the

job to a high level. Jonathan is an experienced expert when it
comes to these projects so its easy to recommend him.” 

Andrew Agnoli
PGA Fellow Professional, 
PGA Director of Golf and Head of Academy
at Topgolf UK
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GOLF RANGE
FLOODLIGHTING

“Jonathan and his team from JHP Electrical have provided the
highest quality service installing new LED lighting from inside

the shop, the driving range bays and flood lights. The
knowledge and passion that Jonathan gives to every part of

the job has been exceptional. The finished project has
breathed new life in to golf range. If you are looking for

honest, professional and friendly service then look no further
than JHP Electrical. ” 
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FOOTBALL LIGHTING

“JHP, the contractors were absolutely fabulous, really
professional, on time and as a part time organization making
the schedules are really important. The lads were absolutely

fantastic, so professional.” 

Richard Timms 
Chairman Sheffield FC
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FOOTBALL LIGHTING

Mike Ciard
Chairman - Arbroath FC

"We have recently upgraded the floodlights at Gayfield to
brand new LED units, and Arbroath FC would like to thank JHP
Electrical Services Ltd for installing the new units.

I would also like to thank Charlie Tierney and the installation
team of Neil Dimon and Lucy Stevens at jhpelectrical.co.uk
for their hard work and dedication working around the clock
in sometimes testing windy weather conditions to install and
commission the lights between our last two home matches at
Gayfield.”

http://jhpelectrical.co.uk/
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The school were granted the approval to renew there hockey
pitch lighting.  The installation was subject to some obstacles
though. The existing Christy masts were fixed in place and
could not be lowered. JHP Electrical had to hire a narrow
cherry picker and heavy duty protective matts to get the
project completed. Despite these obstacles, we still carried
out a speedy installation reaching a maintained Lux of 200
with a uniformity of 0.6. 

HOCKEY LIGHTING
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HOCKEY LIGHTING

Gary Somersall - President of Chesterfield Hockey Club

"The lights look absolutely amazing, better than expected and
the install team of JHP have been brilliant. They had to
overcome a few obstacles but still delivered the project in
time. I would defiantly recommend JHP as Sports Lighting
specialist to any club." 
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3G PITCH LIGHTING

An existing client of our approached us to undertake the
lighting upgrade for there new 3G pitch. The surface was

being upgraded and the lighting needed a refurbishment also. 
 

We provided a whole lighting design to meet their
requirements of 200 Lux and completed the installation and

Lux testing to ensure this was reached.  
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RUGBY PITCH
LIGHTING

A new client was thoroughly impressed
with the works they had seen on one of
our past projects and got in contact to

upgrade to new LED floodlights. This
allowed them to host games later into the
night and will give the club a real boost

to keep up to charity work they do for the
community.
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TENNIS
FLOODLIGHTING

Meeting LTA standards is a must for new and upcoming Tennis
courts. This venue was of an intricate design and was

precisely design to meet the need lux levels and ensure the
players have an excellent experience when on the courts.

Legends tennis were completely blown away by the
transformation and wish they had switched over to LED

sooner!
 
 
 
 


